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I. INTRODUCTION1

Q. Mr. Moes, please state your name, business address, and current position.2

A. My name is David A. Moes, and my business address is 30 S. Wacker, Suite 3100, 3

Chicago, Illinois 60606.  I am employed by Navigant Consulting, Inc. (“NCI”) as a 4

Managing Director, and have leadership responsibilities for NCI’s Disputes & 5

Investigations practice, in addition to serving on the Executive Committee of NCI.  I 6

have been employed by NCI since May 2002.7

Q. Have you previously submitted direct testimony with the Illinois Commerce 8

Commission (“Commission”) in this proceeding?9

A. No.10

Q. Please describe your background and qualifications supporting your testimony in 11

this proceeding.12

A. I have over 26 years of experience as an accountant, and over 23 years of experience in 13

developing and applying quantitative analyses of business operations, and presenting 14

these analyses in litigated proceedings.  In particular, I have constructed complex 15

models to determine the profitability of products, product lines, and businesses; 16

developed detailed pricing methodologies to evaluate damages in antitrust and tax 17

litigation matters; and have evaluated product profitability in the telecommunication 18

industry.  I am regularly engaged as an expert witness in complex, quantitative business 19

matters by counsel. Attached hereto as Nicor Gas Ex. 7.1 is my resume.20
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Q. Mr. Gulick, please state your name and business address.21

A. My name is Christopher G. Gulick. My business address is 3580 Carmel Mountain 22

Road, Ste. 420, San Diego, California 92130.23

Q. By whom and in what capacity are you employed?24

A. I am employed by Bates White, LLC (“Bates White”), where I am a Principal in the 25

firm’s Energy Practice. Bates White is a specialized economic consulting firm with 26

expertise in a number of areas, including energy.27

Q. Please describe your professional background and experience.28

A. I have over 30 years experience in the North American energy industry, with a primary 29

focus on natural gas and oil markets. Prior to joining Bates White, I held executive and 30

management positions with consulting firms and natural gas utilities and their affiliates. 31

I have direct experience in natural gas supply management and operations, assessing 32

natural gas markets and prices, storage valuation, evaluating pipeline and distribution 33

system expansions and in contracting for natural gas supplies and transportation. I have 34

testified a number of times as a company-sponsored witness and as an expert witness in 35

state regulatory proceedings, federal court, and in an international (UNCITRAL) 36

contract arbitration. I have not previously submitted testimony in this matter or in any 37

other matter in front of the Commission.  Attached hereto as Nicor Gas Ex. 7.2 is my 38

resume.39
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II. PURPOSE OF TESTIMONY AND CONCLUSIONS40

Q. What is the purpose of this testimony in this proceeding?41

A. The purpose of this testimony is to address the concerns raised by David J. Effron (on 42

behalf of the People of the State of Illinois (“AG”)) and Jerome D. Mierzwa (on behalf 43

of the Citizens Utility Board (“CUB”)) that under the Gas Cost Performance Program44

(“GCPP”) Northern Illinois Gas Company d/b/a Nicor Gas Company (“Nicor Gas” or 45

the “Company”) somehow manipulated storage withdrawals in 2001 in order to 46

influence the GCPP Benchmark and obtain greater revenue for itself than would have 47

been available under a traditional Purchased Gas Adjustment (“PGA”) program.  We48

have undertaken an analysis to determine whether the storage withdrawal cycling of the 49

Company can be fairly characterized as anything other than reflective of sound 50

operating practices designed to achieve a reliable and safe gas supply for its customers, 51

simply because it did not follow some historical level of withdrawals.52

Q. Can you summarize the conclusions you have reached?53

A. First, the facts in evidence and other information we have gathered and analyzed allow 54

us to conclude that Nicor Gas customers enjoyed lower gas costs than customers of 55

other natural gas utilities.  Second, neither CUB witness Mierzwa nor AG witness56

Effron has presented a plausible argument supporting greater withdrawals in 2001—in 57

fact, their suggestion would have driven inventory to extremely low levels and would 58

have been inconsistent with the operating practices of the Company and could have 59

potentially impacted operational safety and reliability during high demand periods. 60
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III. SUMMARY OF ANALYSIS PERFORMED61

Q. Please briefly describe your analysis of comparable gas pricing during this period.62

A. To put Nicor Gas’ natural gas prices into context, we compared its average price of gas 63

sold to that of the other major utilities in Illinois in the years prior to and during the 64

GCPP period. Relying on data compiled by the Commission’s Financial Staff, the 65

following table and chart were developed to demonstrate that Nicor Gas’ average price 66

of gas was the lowest among its peers in all but one year from 1995 through 2004. In 67

that one year, Nicor Gas’ average price of gas was still second lowest.68

Table 169
Average Price of Natural Gas in Illinois ($/MMBtu)70

1995 - 200471

CILCO CIPS
Illinois 
Power

Mid 
America

North 
Shore

Nicor 
Gas

Peoples
Nicor 
Gas

Rank

1995 $    4.88 $    5.38 $    4.39 $    4.44 $    5.03 $    3.66 $    5.32         1 

1996 $    5.48 $    5.72 $    4.76 $    5.09 $    5.70 $    4.18 $    6.07         1 

1997 $    5.76 $    5.69 $    6.24 $    5.62 $    6.03 $    4.81 $    6.60         1 

1998 $    5.63 $    5.40 $    5.40 $    4.88 $    5.64 $    4.23 $    6.41         1 

1999 $    5.58 $    6.39 $    5.46 $    5.30 $    6.33 $    4.30 $    6.42         1 

2000 $    7.12 $    7.85 $    6.75 $    7.35 $    7.37 $    6.17 $    8.21         1 

2001 $    8.62 $    8.81 $    8.75 $    7.24 $    9.43 $    7.37 $  10.55         2 

2002 $    6.95 $    8.07 $    6.95 $    6.06 $    6.84 $    4.97 $    7.42         1 

2003 $    8.35 $    9.12 $    7.89 $    8.47 $    8.31 $    7.50 $    9.42         1 

2004 $    9.31 $  10.59 $    8.08 $    9.02 $    9.41 $    7.93 $  10.64         1 

72
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Chart 173
Average Price of Natural Gas in Illinois74

1995 - 200475

76

Q. Did you perform any other comparisons?77

A. Yes. We also compared the average price1 paid by Nicor Gas’ residential customers to 78

the average price of gas paid by residential customers in Illinois and the United States.279

Again, Nicor Gas consistently had the lowest price over the referenced time period. 80

Chart 2 illustrates this comparison:  81

                                                
1 Data was taken from the Commission’s Annual Gas Statistics reports and the U.S. Dept. of Energy, Energy 
Information Administration.  http://www.eia.doe.gov/dnav/ng/hist/n3010us3a.htm and  
http://www.eia.doe.gov/dnav/ng/ng_pri_sum_dcu_SIL_a.htm

2 Nicor Gas data for 1995 – 1998 is for the residential heating class, all other years are for total residential sales.
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Chart 282
Average Residential Price of Natural Gas83

1995 - 200484

85

Q. Do these historical data reflect Nicor Gas’ re-stated financials?86

A. No, these are the data as they existed at the time they were collected. The application of 87

Nicor Gas’ re-stated gas costs to these data would not be expected to be material or 88

cause a modification of this conclusion.89

Q. Please briefly describe the analysis performed to evaluate whether the Company 90

reasonably could have substantially increased its withdrawals from storage in 2001 91

as proposed by CUB witness Mierzwa and AG witness Effron.92

A. The Company’s storage cycle was evaluated in two ways. First, in light of the storage 93

activity that occurred across the United States in 2001 and second, in terms of what the 94

increased withdrawals would have implied with regards to managing gas resources.95
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Q. What did you conclude from this analysis?96

A. We reached a number of conclusions. First, we concluded that the level of the 97

Company’s storage withdrawals was consistent with the storage withdrawals seen 98

across the country due to the warmer temperatures. Second, we concluded that 99

imposing a 115 Bcf storage cycle over the Company’s actual operations as proposed by 100

CUB witness Mierzwa—much less the 119 to 123 Bcf increase in withdrawals 101

sponsored by AG witness Effron—would have been an unreasonable operating 102

decision, as it would have driven inventory to an unusually low operating level—103

precisely at the time in the gas supply year when the potential for significant usage was104

highest—a situation the Company generally tried to avoid. The storage inventory levels 105

estimated using the 115 Bcf cycle suggested by CUB witness Mierzwa would have 106

resulted in low operational levels that, in our understanding, are inconsistent with 107

standard operating procedures for the Company and the industry. The even greater 108

levels suggested by AG witness Effron would have exacerbated this situation.109

Q. Please explain your conclusion regarding the level of the Company’s storage 110

withdrawals.111

A. We examined the national underground storage activity data maintained by the Energy 112

Information Administration for the period 1997 – 2004. Those data show a heavy 113

national utilization of storage inventories in 2000, resulting in low levels of gas 114

nationwide in early 2001. Later in 2001, inventory levels rebounded, with year-end 115

inventories back at relatively high levels. Nicor Gas’ 2001 storage inventories followed 116

a pattern similar to the national pattern, strongly implying that the Nicor Gas pattern 117

was not influenced by considerations related to the GCPP.118
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Q. What other information did you review?119

A. We also compared Nicor Gas’ actual storage withdrawals before and after the 115 Bcf 120

storage cycle as proposed by CUB witness Mierzwa.  The following table shows Nicor 121

Gas’ actual sendout to its firm customers during the GCPP period. Note that the 122

sendout in 2001 was more than 35 Bcf lower than the sendout in 2000 due to the 123

warmer temperatures in late 2001.124

Table 2125
Firm Sendout 2000 - 2002126

127

The following graphic illustrates the actual combination of storage gas and pipeline gas 128

used to meet this firm sendout during the GCPP period.129

130

2000 2001 2002

Jan 52,168,176     48,506,067     43,078,227     

Feb 37,219,767     41,596,769     38,039,042     

Mar 26,596,336     35,469,315     39,251,046     

Apr 19,456,400     12,290,585     19,626,022     

May 8,820,815       7,984,128       12,365,373     

Jun 6,156,355       7,242,372       4,310,610       

Jul 5,962,360       5,735,015       4,808,910       

Aug 5,353,904       5,632,043       4,730,295       

Sep 6,376,041       4,508,868       3,222,291       

Oct 11,703,441     14,515,399     16,260,926     

Nov 32,963,567     18,454,886     30,667,029     

Dec 54,506,880     28,424,995     43,410,852     

Total 267,284,042   230,360,442   259,770,623   
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Figure 1131
Actual Storage and Pipeline Sendout132

133

As can be seen, the storage gas serves to augment the pipeline gas in serving loads 134

during peak periods. Next, we compared the actual storage withdrawal proposed by 135

CUB witness Mierzwa for 2001.  The following figure illustrates the effect:136
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Figure 2137
Proposed Storage Withdrawal vs. Actual138

139
As can readily be seen, the storage withdrawal under the proposed 115 Bcf cycle 140

radically changes the way that gas resource would have been used. This dramatic 141

change could have posed a major operational problem for the Company’s storage fields142

due to the high storage cycling and low inventory levels, as discussed below.143

Q. If the Company had cycled 115 Bcf of storage, what would be the expected effect 144

on inventory levels?145

A. The underground storage inventories would have declined to levels that easily could146

have compromised the Company’s operating guidelines and storage stability.  The 147

following figure illustrates the effect a 115 Bcf cycle would have had on inventory 148

levels:149
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Figure 3150
Estimated Inventory Levels under a 115 Bcf Storage Cycle151

152

Q. What is the basis for your concern regarding inventory levels?153

A. The Company manages its underground storage fields3 to ensure peak deliverability on 154

January 20, which requires that inventories and aquifer pressures, which are a function 155

of the level of the inventories, have been maintained at appropriate operational levels to 156

ensure peak deliverability—an important safety factor during the coldest months of the 157

operational year. Imposing the 115 Bcf cycle on top of the already heavy storage draw 158

that occurred in late 2000 would have pushed inventories, and reliability, to new lows. 159

This cycle scenario shows inventory levels down to 35 Bcf at the end of January 2001 160

                                                
3 The management guidelines are sets of hysteresis curves developed by the reservoir engineers, and used to guide 
storage operations so as to ensure reservoir integrity and delivery reliability.
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and 7.4 Bcf by the end of April 2001. Nicor Gas’ experience has shown that the 161

minimum inventory to ensure safe delivery of gas is approximately 80 Bcf on January 162

20 and five Bcf for the on-system storage. Because the above analysis considers both 163

on- and off-system inventories, Nicor Gas’ on-system inventories would likely have 164

been lower in January 2001 than operating practices would have required, resulting in a165

scenario for the aquifer storages that could have threatened Nicor Gas’ ability to meet 166

firm customer demand.  This level would have been inconsistent with how the 167

Company would prefer to operate its system and the Company’s stated focus on 168

operational safety and reliability during the coldest months of the year.169

Q. As a result, do you consider it likely that Nicor Gas’ firm customers were harmed 170

because the Company did not cycle 115 Bcf or more in 2001?171

A. No. Nicor Gas’ storage operations were consistent with those observed across the 172

United States and the proportion of pipeline gas and storage gas reflected the observed173

temperature patterns during the applicable storage year.  The customers could have been 174

harmed operationally if the Company had cycled 115 Bcf or more in 2001, because of 175

the potential risk to peak period deliverability and reservoir integrity.  176

Q. In your opinion and from your review of the storage withdrawal and sendout 177

patterns, was the Company operating in a way that showed it was attempting to 178

manipulate the benchmark in the GCPP program?179

A. No.  The Company was operating consistently with its accepted historical operating 180

procedures, with a primary focus on operational safety and uninterrupted reliability.181
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Q. Why is your analysis of results that may have been achieved under a PGA regime 182

during the GCPP period any more reliable than the storage cycle adjustments put 183

forth by CUB witness Mierzwa and AG witness Effron?184

A. Their analyses focus solely on financial outcomes of hypothetical withdrawal patterns 185

without any consideration whatsoever of operational realities or constraints.  By 186

contrast, our analysis attempts to point out the operational implications of their 187

hypothetical cases.  Stated another way, our analysis is focused on operational 188

considerations grounded in actual observed data, including actual sendout and other 189

requirements, consistent with the Company’s policies, practices and procedures. The 190

adjustments proposed by CUB witness Mierzwa and AG witness Effron are not 191

consistent with the Company’s operating practices and industry standards for 192

operational safety, and seem to be based solely on a narrow view of available technical 193

accounting avenues to achieve a desired result.194

Q. What is your recommendation regarding the proposed 115 Bcf storage cycle 195

adjustments?196

A. We recommend that the Commission recognize the proposed adjustments for what they 197

are—arbitrary and unsupportable adjustments that have no basis in fact or 198

reasonableness.  In our opinion, operational requirements and appropriate gas supply 199

volumetric accounting reflective of operational risks were the primary factors dictating 200

the Company’s management of gas supply.  The Intervenor witnesses appear to be using 201

financial accounting techniques that do not reflect operational realities.202
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IV. CONCLUSION203

Q. Does this complete your rebuttal testimony?204

A. Yes.205
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